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Dear Friends:

First we want to tell you how pleased we were to find when this past spring's business was over that we had added over 700 new customers to our long list of patrons and how much we appreciate the loyal support given us by our old customers and their friends. You know a FRIEND is any man or firm's greatest asset. We realize this and want to conduct ourselves and our nursery so as to continue making new customers and friends. We are just a human bunch of fellows here at Bountiful Ridge, some might say old-fashioned folk, anyway we appreciate any orders sent us and if once in a while we get the wrong slant on things don't forget to call our attention to it.

We have and are doing everything we can to grow some of the best stock this year that it is possible to produce. We have tried to make this the most complete price list we have ever issued and we are offering you the greatest values we have ever offered in nursery stock; values which we are sure you cannot equal anywhere else.

We are growing more than one million fruit trees in our nursery which will go into every state in the Union and Canada. For this reason we feel we have one of the most complete, up-to-date list of varieties in the various classes of fruit you can find anywhere. We do not propagate a variety till we know we have the true strain, and with the personal supervision we give our nursery at all times and our policy of labeling every item just what it is, leads us to say we can guarantee our stock to be true to name and free from disease. We take every precaution in growing and handling our stock which will bring to our patrons better satisfaction.

We cannot go further without calling your special attention to some of the more recent introductions of fruits which you will find listed elsewhere in this price list. The value of these fruits to the growers cannot be estimated. They represent the progressive nature of the American people in one of the largest and most substantial branches of agriculture and we ask that you consider them carefully when making your selection of varieties to plant this year. We have selected our ornamentals with the thought of giving everyone the opportunity of buying the tree, or shrub, or evergreen, or rhododendron which will grow into and give them greatest beauty and value for their dollar spent they have ever received in nursery stock.

The advantages of FALL PLANTING: on most all classes of nursery stock cannot be ignored by the planter. Our long experience in the nursery business has possibly brought this to our attention more vividly than to most planters. We have found that by setting fruit trees which are well matured in the fall you obtain on an average 25% more growth and a much better stand and they are ready to move with the first break of spring. Remember that the roots of all plants start to grow at least one month before the leaves put forth in the spring. This same result will be experienced in the planting of nearly all classes of fruit and ornamental trees and berry plants. So we ask that you arrange to do as much planting this fall as possible; you will have more time. Prices are low as they can go and if there is any doubt in your mind about the success of any plant if planted in the fall write to us and we will say whether best to plant it or not.

In closing this personal message to you, friends, I want to ask for your continued patronage this coming Fall and Spring planting season. We shall do everything in our power to give you all satisfaction. We want you to feel you are a part of the Bountiful Ridge Nurseries. Buy your stock from us and have your friends buy theirs from us and we will try and justify this loyalty to us.

Very truly yours,

BOUNTIFUL RIDGE NURSERIES

[Signature]

ASS'T. MGR.
FAC'TS TO BE RECOGNIZED

A FRUIT EXPERT TELLS OF THE RICHARED

I have seen and observed your new strain of Delicious, the "RICHARED," both on the original parent tree and also the apples on the young trees, and in my opinion you have the most beautiful apple in the world. It is certainly marvellous to see these—full-blood red color in August, while Delicious on adjoining trees are still green. This added color, with advantages of earlier picking, earlier marketing, finer apples, more extra fanes, no loss from "post-holes," and better storage qualities, convinces me that in the "Richared" Delicious you have an apple worth millions of dollars to the apple industry of the world. I have no hesitancy in stating that in my opinion the "Richared" Delicious will entirely replace plantings of common Delicious and that it is a better apple from every standpoint.

R. EDWARD TRIMBLE, Consulting Horticulturist.

NEW LOW PRICES ON RICHARED DELICIOUS AND BLAXTAYMAN TREES FOR FALL 1932 AND 1933

Even the best of our products have been reduced in price.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ONE-YEAR</th>
<th>TWO-YEAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-11</td>
<td>1-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-24</td>
<td>12-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-49</td>
<td>25-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-99</td>
<td>50-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-499</td>
<td>100-499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These prices are for Richared and Blaxtayman trees delivered to you. Further discounts allowed on large quantities. Write to us if you are interested in planting some of these, the finest of all recent introductions of fruits. Give quantities and grades desired.

BLAXTAYMAN

(Trade Mark)

THE FRUIT IS EQUALLY AS LARGE OR LARGER, THE TREE EQUALLY AS THRIFTY, THE APPLE EASIER TO PRODUCE BECAUSE OF ITS FULL RED COLOR. THINK OF THESE FACTS, FRIENDS, AND THINK WHAT THEY CAN MEAN TO YOU AND EVERY OTHER FRUIT GROWER IN THE FUTURE.

Do not say this is just another new apple and continue to plant the old Stayman's Winesap, for within a few years this apple will be on the market in large quantities, and when the people know they can get the same Stayman's quality in this new SOLID RED APPLE, it will outsell the old Stayman's every time. This difference in price alone will mean a nice profit to you, and you cannot afford to not plant the BLAXTAYMAN. We are no longer in the experimental stage with the BLAXTAYMAN. It is a proven variety, as is the RICHARED Delicious. In both of these new fruits the tree characteristics are the same as the parent tree. The BLAXTAYMAN colors without a stripe, a beautiful full bright red color, making it one of our most attractive apples. It sets equally as large or larger, under similar conditions, than the old Stayman's, and in general you have an apple that is bound to prove more profitable to you. We have a fine supply of these trees this year in all grades, one and two years old, and we hope that you will not fail to plant some of them if you desire the Stayman's type of fruit.

For a more detailed description of this new apple and its history send for our large descriptive catalogues. Prices are as listed above.

THE FULFILLMENT OF EVERY FRUIT GROWER'S WISH—A SOLID BRIGHT RED APPLE WITH STAYMAN'S QUALITY AND THE SAME HARDY AND PRODUCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS

On your apple trees with nearly three months to grow. All whole root stock, the kind of tree every planter wants. The kind of tree that insures your success when planting an orchard. We have 125,000 fine one-year trees all ready to dig for your order. They are dug fresh and packed to reach you in the best of condition. TRY THEM.
THE RED ROME BEAUTY SPORTS
GALLIA BEAUTY - OHIO RED ROME - DARK RED ROME

The advantages of either growing highly colored fruit or growing green colored apples in the past few years has been clearly demonstrated to all growers, and it is with this in mind we want to call your attention to the above sports of the Rome Beauty Apple. Possibly where the Rome Beauty thrives no other apple brings as much return to the grower as this variety of apple, and with increased color the return would be much greater. There have been many variations of the Rome Beauty in color and quality, but few of them have been worth while. The Gallia Beauty, Red Rome, Ohio Red Rome and Dark Red Rome seem to be the only ones to stand the test. We mean by this they have retained the size and texture of the old Rome, which is one of its valuable assets, at the same time having the same vigorous and productive tree. There is little difference in the Gallia Beauty and the genuine Ohio Red Rome, possibly the Gallia Beauty being slightly larger in size. Both are about equal in color, being a clear bright red, without the usual Rome Beauty stripe. The trees bear unusually young, and every planter will find it superior to the regular Rome Beauty. The Dark Red Rome should be planted on very light soil or on dry, high elevation, or else it will get too dark for the eastern grower. It is well adapted to the far western grower. We have received the grafts for our trees from the original trees in Ohio, and we know they are true-to-name, and we can recommend these improved Rome Beauty varieties to all our patrons where they want more color on the Rome Beauty type of apple.

FOR THE FIRST TIME WE OFFER THEM AT THE SAME PRICE AS ALL OTHER STANDARD VARIETIES

GOLDEN JUBILEE PEACH
A Development of the New Jersey Experiment Station - the Outstanding Peach of All Recent Introductions.

A high quality, early, yellow, freestone peach. The value of this peach to the eastern and southern grower cannot be estimated. A typical Elberta type fruit, highly colored, ripening before Carman or about four weeks before the regular Elberta.

The BOUNTIFUL RIDGE NURSERIES was the first nursery to offer this peach to the planters outside of the State of New Jersey. We have watched it carefully since its introduction and it continues to show unusual merit, and today stands superior and without an equal for a peach of its season. The GOLDEN JUBILEE reaches its highest state of perfection on light sandy soils, where the elevation is not too great.

TO THE SOUTHERN PLANTERS WE WISH TO SAY you are letting millions of dollars pass by you by not planting this variety of peach more extensively. You would be able to harvest this peach and market them with no competition from any other section. "THE FIRST YELLOW FREESTONE, HIGH QUALITY PEACH TO GO ON THE MARKET."

TO THE NORTHERN GROWERS WE WISH TO SAY that every man knows the value of a peach of this season, a peach which will enable him to go on any market and compete with southern peaches and get a paying price for them.

The Golden Jubilee is a second generation seedling of the Elberta crossed with the Greensboro. The tree is unusually hardy. The buds resist winter freezes well and open after Elberta, which insures a regular crop. The blossoms are self-fertile. The peach is medium to large size and firm. It has proven a good shipper. WE RECOMMEND IT TO BE PLANTED ANY PLACE WHERE OTHER PEACHES CAN BE GROWN SUCCESSFULLY.

PRICES—THE SAME AS ALL OTHER STANDARD PEACH TREES LISTED ON INSIDE OF THIS PRICE LIST. THIS IS THE YEAR FOR YOU TO PLANT THE GOLDEN JUBILEE AND GET YOUR TREES FROM THE BOUNTIFUL RIDGE NURSERIES.

The McIntosh Apple and Its Hybrids As Money Makers

EARLY McINTOSH: Typical McIntosh in appearance; not quite so good quality, ripening about DUCHESS season or six to eight weeks before regular McIntosh. Extremely thrifty tree and good cropper.

MILTON: Typical McIntosh, coloring full red; very good quality, about equal to McIntosh, being same textured apple. Tree not as vigorous as Early McIntosh. Ripens three to four weeks before McIntosh or just before Wealthy.

MELBA: Truly a McIntosh in quality and appearance, only more flat in shape, ripening a week before McIntosh. Drops badly before coloring as it should in southern districts. Vigorous tree.

LOBO: Same season as the McIntosh; larger apple, and colors a more full red than the regular McIntosh before dropping. Extra good quality. Tree equal to McIntosh. Comes recommended highly to replace the regular McIntosh for the Middle Atlantic and Southern growers.

CORTLAND: A cross between Ben Davis and McIntosh, ripening two to four weeks later than McIntosh. About equal in size, colors well, same textured fruit, but not quite as good quality. ITS MAIN QUALITY IS THAT IT HANGS TO THE TREE TILL IT IS WELL COLORED AND WILL SELL AS McINTOSH ON THE MARKETS.

MACOUN: Very highly colored, having no stripe. Same quality as McIntosh, same textured fruit, hangs to tree better than McIntosh, and ripens two to three weeks after Cortland. Tree about equal in size and all other respects, and strongly recommended to lengthen the McIntosh season and give the Middle Atlantic and Southern growers a McIntosh type fruit they can grow successfully.

WE OFFER ALL OF THE ABOVE HYBRIDS AT NO ADVANCED PRICE OVER OUR REGULAR VARIETIES.
QUINCE TREES
All varieties, 2 yr., 4-5 ft. ......... each 60c; ten $4.00

PEAR TREES
We want to make special mention of the quality of the pear trees offered here. They just can’t be beat, either the one-year or two-year, and the prices have been reduced to suit you. Let us quote special prices on large quantities.

PLUM TREES
When in need of high-grade plum trees come to us for them. They are grown to give results, and remember, we are ready to make special low prices on large quantities. Write to us before buying anywhere. Can supply limited amount of some plum trees on MAZZARD roots at 10c per tree extra.

CHERRY TREES
In the production of our high-grade cherry trees you have never seen anything like it. It is the finest bunch of peach trees yet grown. We are offering 500 to offer the best grown trees in cultivation. We are sure that you can not go wrong but true to name, and is your assurance that you have the best grown trees. It means a lot to you, you are interested in growing anything where we are sure that every nurseryman is interested in growing things that we are sure of. So, at the price quoted, you get the best grown trees. We are all ready to ship trees.

APRICOT TREES

RHUBARB
MYATTS LINNEAHS GIANT
Strong 1 yr. plants... each 10 100

BLACKBERRY PLANTS
Eldorado Blowers Strong Rooted Cutting Plants $1.00 per 25; $3.00 per 100; $22.00 per 1000

DEWYPLANTS
(Amend Tips)
Austin and Lucetta Varieties $7.50 per 25; $3.00 per 100; $22.00 per 1000

RASPBERRY PLANTS
We are now growing several million raspberry plants each year for our patrons and putting in the many years of experience we have had in producing a general line of nursery stock to grow thriy and true-to-name raspberry plants, and we believe we are in a position to serve you in your wants of plants equally well or better than other plant growers. But of present conditions and the policy of some nurseries to give low prices at the last minute in order to be under their competitors, we cannot give any prices at this time and be fair to you and ourselves, so we are listing the varieties we shall have to offer this year and ask that you are interested in planting that you write to us and give us the varieties you wish, at which time prices will be established on a fair basis.

APPLE TREES
We DO NOT GROW ANY POTTED PLANTS. All plants offered are field grown. We can start shipping September 1st and will continue shipping till June 1, 1933. Our prices for spring orders will be made in December, and any order that you might place for spring shipment earlier than December will be given the advantage of these new spring prices for 1933. Our plants will be fine this year and we hope you will give us your orders.

We take the position we have because, knowing the plant situation as we do, it is the only way we can be fair to you and we WANT THE ORDER FROM THE MOUNTAIN RIDGE NURSERIES TO PLACE THEIR ORDER WITH US HAVING THE FEELING THAT HE IS GOING TO GET QUALITY STOCK AND AS MUCH OR MORE FOR HIS DOLLAR THAN HE CAN POSSIBLY GET ELSEWHERE. We shall appreciate any order you can send to us.

Blokemore Howard 17 Ridgely (New)
Premier Howard 17
Belmar (New) Missionary Senator Dunlap
Klondyke Fruitland Dr. Burrell
Mid-Season Varieties Big Joe Caledonia (New)
Aberdeen Beauty Aroma
Calver (New) Big Late (Imperfect Blossom)
Camden (New) Lupton
Chesapeake Very Late Varieties

NUT TREES
Black Walnut, large kind 5-6 ft. .... $3.00 $7.00
English Walnut, 3-4 ft. .... 1.25 10.00
Schley Pecan, paper shell, 3-4 ft. .... 1.00 9.00
Stuart Pecan, paper shell, 3-4 ft. .... 1.00 9.00
Butternut, 3-4 ft. .... 1.00 9.00
Japanese Chestnut, 5-6 ft. .... 1.25 11.00
American Filbert, 2-3 ft. .... 1.50 14.00
English Filbert, 2-3 ft. .... 1.50 14.00
Walnut, 3-4 ft. .... 1.50 14.00

HEDGE PLANTS
No other planting can add so much value to your home for the amount of money invested as does proper use of hedge planting. We offer the best at unusually low prices this fall. 400 at $1.00 rate, all varieties.

CLIMBING VINES
Do away with those bare, unlighted fences, walls and trellises by planting a few of these climbing vines. For a few dollars you can now make these seemingly places real beauty spots with beautiful shade and flowers.
WEAVING ORNAMENTAL TREES

Waves, Weeping Mulberry, 2 yr. legs, 5-6 ft. stems... $2.00 $17.50
Japanese Weeping Flowering Cherry, 2 yr. stems. 2.75 25.00
But Leaf Weeping Birch, 6-8 ft...
Wing Cut Leaf Weeping Maple, 6-8 ft...
Weeping Willow, Babyloniun, 6-8 ft...
Weeping Willow, Wisconsin, 6-8 ft...

HIGH GRADE LAWN GRASS SEED

These averages have been found to be the best available today. We offer seed with guaranteed purity, seed to suit your condition, seed that will give a lawn you can be proud of. Write for prices on large quantities. 

Old English General Purpose Mix... $3.00 $20.00
Old English General Mix... $2.00 $15.00
Old English Evergreen Mix... $1.50 $12.00
Old English Shadow Mix... $1.25 $10.00
Old English plain White Clover... $1.00 $7.50

SHADE TREES

Here you again have the opportunity to buy shade trees you want in view of beauty and comfort of your home. Do you during the hot summer months. You cannot fail to realize the values we offer you now.

Mountain Ash, European, 12-14 ft...
Natala Bungli Umbrella Tree, 2 yr, 5 ft. stems...
Norway Spruce, 6-8 ft...
Scotch Pine, Russian, 12-14 ft...
Silver Maple, 12-14 ft...
Dwarf Black Pine, 6-8 ft...
Giant Plane Tree, 8-10 ft...
Black Oak, 3-4 ft...
White Oak, 3-4 ft...

RHODODENDRONS AND OTHER
BROAD-LEAVED EVERGREENS

Here we have plants that combine the beauty of bright green foliage with gorgeous flowers and red berries. Either for foundation plantings or for plantings and shrubbery, these species of plants are outstanding and will add to your plant in all ornamental plantings. They are hardy and thrifty, and the prices are in line with what you can buy for elsewhere.

Magnolia Grandiflora, 2-3 ft...
American Holly, 2-3 ft...
Red Leaf Dogwood, 2-3 ft...
Winter Honeysuckle, 18-24 in...
Regals Privit, 18-24 in...
Magnolia Lilifolia, our grandest flowering shrub; large pink to red flowers, 24-30 in...

Rho兜odendron Catabishi, 18-24 in...
Rho兜odendron Callicarpae, 2-3 ft...
Rho兜odendron Maximum, 12-18 in...

BOUXIE

No planting is complete without the beautiful flowering azalea. The Amoena and Hindekeri are dwarf species and excellent for border plantings. The Calandialus is larger and will do well in shrub borders.
Mr. Kemp says:

"Buy and plant good Nursery stock now. Have a safe and permanent investment that will grow in value and prepare you to reap the benefits of the better days that are bound to come in the very near future. No man knew when prices were going to go down; no one can tell exactly when they will go up. Statistics show we have reached the maximum time our present conditions usually last. There will be a radical upward swing in all values when they start. Will you invest now in something you know will grow in value and be prepared to reap the benefits of increased value; or will you wait 'till prices are up and then buy. Make your own answer to these questions. I know you want to succeed - the Bountiful Ridge Nurseries want to help you. We have the stock - both fruits and ornamentals. Prices are at the bottom. Order now and plant this Fall and next Spring. Read this entire price list carefully.

A Complete Price List Constructed to Meet The Demands of Our Present Times.

Bountiful Ridge Nurseries

Growers of the World's Finest Fruit and Ornamental Trees

PRINCESS ANNE, MARYLAND

10% DISCOUNT FOR CASH

With Order on All Orders Received Before January 1st, 1933
All Orders of $50.00 or More Shipped Prepaid to You.

The BOUNTIFUL RIDGE NURSERIES lead again in offering to their patrons every advantage made possible by our present conditions - every reduction in the cost of production we are able to make we pass on to the man who buys from us. No skimping of quality - the same high grade stock we have always shipped at a reduction in price that in some cases amounts to as much as 60%, at the same time maintaining the 10% discount for cash with your order and the prepayment of freight on orders for $50.00 or more up to 500 miles. We believe you will appreciate this enough to send us your order this Fall or next Spring.

Deal with an established Nursery that you can send your orders to year after year with the feeling that you will always receive satisfactory stock - knowing you will always be treated honestly and justly and have more value for your dollar than you could possibly get from any other Nursery. You must be satisfied when you deal with the Bountiful Ridge Nurseries.

This Opportunity Price List Offers the Greatest Values in Nursery Stock We Have Ever Given Our Patrons. Take Full Advantage of Them and Order Now.